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Italians have always loved hunting or la caccia. It’s the reason why one sees so few birds in Italy these days apart from the ubiquitous pigeon, though there was a time when Italian hunters disdained such small fry. Their quarries of choice in the Middle Ages were the hart and the boar. Hunting was not just about the meat, or even the sport. It was about the exercise, about keeping men in trim and in form for war. It was also a social occasion, preceded and followed by good food, wine and jollity, by boastful arguments about one’s exploits and the joyful consumption of the kill with one’s fami. Playing Supreme Deer Hunting online let you become a supreme deer hunter. This online classic hunting game allows you to challenge your hunting skills and earn points for reaching the set goals. It also gives you the option to upgrade your weapons for better shots which result in better aim, bigger scores, and maximum damage. Your task is to kill 100 does, 50 small bucks, and 5 big bucks. Realistic shooting with range allows you to hone your aiming skills and to shoot with accuracy. Play Supreme Deer Hunting. Deer Sniper 2014. Use the right mouse button to zoom in the object and the right mouse button to shoot. The game has ultra-realistic graphics and a lot of animals to shoot. Play Deer Sniper 2014. Big Hunt. GAME FEATURES Deer Hunter 2016 Advanced sniper guns shooting experience Cool graphics and background Different Jungle Locations Earn money to unlock 4 latest sniper rifles High score and current scoreboard Jungle map to track your way No internet required while playing Original sounds of deer and bullets Slow motion Bullet Time Combo Effects Small game size Easy to download. This game is awesome because it has deer and the aiming and shooting could never be better I highly recommend this game. 26 out of 40 people found this helpful. A.